Encoders
PASSION FOR SOLUTION IN AUTOMATIZATION
Development, production and service

INDIVIDUAL SOLUTION FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

- tailor-made encoders improvements
- the most using encoders in stock
- speed delivery
- reliability and long life-time
- 40 years’ experience in the field

Our encoders are used all over the world
Our products

ENCODERS
HAND WHEELS
ACCESSORIES
GAUGES

Optoelectronical absolute/incremental
Connectors, encoder holders, encoder clips, pinions, connection cables
Draw-wire encoder

Magnetical absolute/incremental
Hand wheels
Gauges
Optoelectronical and magnetical encoders

Application areas

Incremental
- Industrial automation
- Machine tool
- Industrial robots
- Textile machine

Absolute
- Printing machine
- Road construction machinery
- Building machine
- Woodworking machinery

OPTOELECTRONICAL and MAGNETICAL encoders
Measuring relative position, length, angle of rotation, and the number of revolutions.
Rope encoders, gauges, hand wheels

Application areas

**DRAW-WIDE ENCODERS**
- material feeders
- lifts and elevators
- manipulation machinery
- packaging lines
- building control

**GAUGES**
- precise engineering
- checking and separating machines
- chain measuring
- automatic measuring
- data collecting for electronical processing

**HAND WHEELS**
- automatic machines hand operating
- system information entering
Our Customers Worldwide

Non – EU countries
Australia
Canada
Egypt
Ethiopia
Georgia
Hong Kong
Chile
China
India
Macedonia
Mexico
Norway
Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Russia
SAE
Salvador
Serbia
Singapore
South Africa
Sri Lanka
Switzerland
Syria
Ukraine
USA

EU countries
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Great Britain
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Lithuania
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
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